
The Great Gatsby
Imagery Creative Project

For this project you will use an example of imagery in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, The Great Gatsby, to 
create a visual art project. You must draw inspiration from a specific image in the novel and explain your 
rationale in a response. 

How to Start
Select an example of imagery from anywhere in the entire novel. Challenge yourself to find something other 
than the obvious examples.  You should aim to find a passage that is about a paragraph in length.

Art portion
You will create a piece of visual art based on an example of imagery found in the novel. Your art will 
be graded on whether it shows your understanding of the passage, and evinces time and effort, but not 
technical skill. You need to have a quote on your art portion. Work done in pencil or ballpoint pen will 
not be accepted.

The Response

Introduction 
In your introduction, identify the piece of imagery you illustrated and explain what purpose it serves in 
context of the novel. Why did Fitzgerald provide such detail in describing this image you selected?
In F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, The Great Gatsby, he (describes, paints a picture, illustrates) __________ to 
show __________________________________________________________________ (what was his purpose?)

Body 
In the first body paragraph, you need to analyze your passage in detail. Pay attention to and thoroughly 
analyze the language, especially Fitzgerald’s diction and syntax. What commentary is he making through 
the imagery? You need at least five to six sentences in this paragraph.

In the second body paragraph, explain your illustration in explicit detail. Some things to include for 
discussion are the use of color and images. Make sure you explain what you illustrated, why you illustrated 
the image the way you did, and how your interpretation of the image explains Fitzgerald’s message.

Conclusion 
In the conclusion, make sure you reinforce how the image supports Fitzgerald’s larger point. 

Your essay should be at least FOUR paragraphs in length and adhere to the rules of standard 
written English. You may use first person in your writing, but do not abuse it by making every 
sentence begin with, “I.”


